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fresh and green year-round, the
peninsula is dominated by mountains
reaching a height of some 1600 metres
and covered with pine, oak, fir, plane and
chestnut. Views are dramatic, particularly
on the northeast where mountains
plunge dizzily to the sea. the western side
is gentler – its hills covered with olive
trees and shrubs – yet still remarkably
attractive.

pelion’s preserved mountain villages are a
joy. Clinging to wooded slopes high above
the sea, they share a unique architectural
tradition and are amongst the most
beautiful in Greece. the old stone-built
mansions, with their grey slate roofs and
overhanging balconies, blend with their
surroundings. often the only sounds are a

babbling brook or birdsong. everywhere
are trees, shrubs, plants and flowers.

the coastline hides some excellent
beaches, often of a coarse sand/fine
shingle which makes for excellent

swimming in clear water. foreign
tourism is still fairly undeveloped,
and the small seaside villages –
quiet for most of the year, busy
over weekends and local holiday
periods – remain reassuringly
Greek!

Because pelion is still pretty virgin
territory it does not have the

touristic infrastructure of more
established areas. Money exchange and

atMs can be hard to find away from
Volos (so take a good supply of euros with
you); the bus service limited and english
not universally spoken. excursions are also
limited and run only subject to numbers
from kala nera and afissos.

With all this in mind we would strongly
recommended you pre-book a car,
especially for those choosing to stay in
the smaller, more remote villages (i.e.
those other than kala nera and afissos). if
you don’t mind some very winding roads,
it would be a pity not to discover the
whole of pelion. even Meteora and delphi
are within reach.

a visit to pelion will refresh the palate of
even the most frequent Greek traveller. it
did ours, and that takes some doing!

little wonder that the ancient gods chose the pelion – home of
the Centaurs (kentavros) – as the place for their weddings and
celebrations; for here is a near-perfect synthesis of mountain,
forest and sea.

the pelion

PeLioN iNforMAtioN
Getting to Pelion
Friday Day flight Gatwick to Volos (inbound flight
via Skiathos) or Manchester to Skiathos with 30
min water-taxi transfer to Platanias (prices on
request). Then 1½ – 2½ hrs by coach or taxi
(Manchester pax 30-60 mins) – see resort pages.
For flight details see page 267.

Multi-Centre options
All areas can combine. For multi-centre details
see page 8.

Car Hire
See pages 268-9 for details.

representative
Based in Kala Nera – will visit all areas except 
NE Pelion (on request).

Walking in the Pelion
Thickly forested and criss-crossed by stone-paved
mule tracks, Pelion is a walker’s paradise.

There are a couple of excellent websites full of
useful information and downloadable walks -
www.pilionwalks.com and
www.friendsofthekalderimi.org
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our chosen areas

Katigiorgis beachMilina

Western pelion 
kala nera, afissos,
lefokastro & Milina
transfer time 1½-2½ hours from Volos
the western side of the pelion has lovely
views (and gorgeous sunsets) over the
pagasitic Gulf to the mountains of the
mainland. although heavily wooded, like all
pelion, the west is more typically
Mediterranean: here olive and cypress
predominate over oak and chestnut.

although the name Kala Nera ('Good
Waters') originally referred to the many
springs in the area, it could equally apply to
the sea here. directly on the gulf some 18
kms to the south of Volos, the village has lush
wooded surrounds and backs a gently
shelving sand/shingle beach which has a Blue
flag. kala nera's long tree-lined promenade
shades an array of restaurants and cafes,
perfect spots from which to admire the
sunsets here for which the area is famed. it is
also not far from the start of the very scenic
heritage railway  which runs at weekends
from ano lehonia up the mountain to the
gorgeously traditional village of Milies. as
everywhere in pelion there are good walking
opportunities - perhaps along the coast to
the beach at Boufa. 

kala nera is a relaxed seaside village with a
very Greek atmosphere, a good choice of
authentic restaurants and small shops, with
some life to it (in a 'bustling taverna' kind of
way), especially in season. 

Afissos is a small, quite smart little resort
village and popular with local Greeks from
Volos at weekends as it boasts three good
beaches. it is said that Jason called in here for
freshwater supplies before setting sail on his
epic journey.

the village has a small fishing harbour at its
entrance. its long seafront is where most of

the dozen restaurants are to be found, along
with a few cafés, mini-markets and bakery. at
its heart is a shady central square with
attendant church. 

Gently shelving beaches lie to either side, a
mix of shingle and coarse sand, which get
very busy at weekends and in Greek holiday
periods - there are several beach clubs, each
of which offers free sun beds to its patrons.  

Both afissos and kala nera have a reasonable
bus service to Volos. last year excursions ran
around the pelion by coach, and there was
also a popular 'around the gulf' boat trip. 

an hour’s beautiful walk (or a ten minute
drive) south along the narrow country lanes
through the olive groves brings you to
Lefokastro. this seaside hamlet is pretty as a
postcard – a delightfully tranquil wooded
bay, with a ribbon of houses fronting the
water and a safe fine-shingle beach. last
summer a pair of local tavernas operated,
joined by a third in high season.  

lefokastro offers an authentically Greek ‘away
from it all’ holiday in unspoilt green
surroundings, with good swimming and
fewer visitors. the countryside is hilly and full
of olive trees, so offers fine walking (gentler
than in the east).

Milina further to the south is larger (not
difficult!), albeit still pretty and quiet. the
village enjoys fine views over a crystalline sea
to the small islets of alatas and prasouda,
each of which is home to an old (now
deserted) monastery. Milina's long
promenade above the sea is lined with a
good choice of tavernas and cafes, and the
village has a number of small shops. narrow
shingle beaches lie to either side. there is a
bus service to Volos (up to 5 times daily in
season), and a car will enable a visit to trikeri
island (known for its fish tavernas) just off
pelion's southern tip, as well as a thorough
exploration of the beautiful south, which
hides some truly spectacular beaches on its
eastern side.

south pelion
katigiorgis & lafkos
Drive time 2-2½ hours from Volos
the wooded hills of the south-eastern corner
of pelion are less steep than the more
mountainous north and the area more
sparsely populated. the distance from Volos
means it lessens the Greek holiday crowds
who would otherwise flock to the beautiful
sandy beaches and coves here (undoubtedly
amongst the peninsula’s loveliest), although
day-trippers may visit from skiathos for a few
hours by excursion boat. 

the pick of the places to stay is the small
seaside hamlet of Katigiorgis. We have
heard it called kati-gorgeous as it is so pretty!
Comprising simply a compact but delightfully
sandy beach facing skiathos – the bay
enclosed by rocky arms sheltering the village
fishing boats – and a cluster of houses, its two
tavernas are known for fresh fish.

there is also a café with Wifi and a mini-
market – all you should need for a complete
escape. some fine beaches lie in either
direction, ranging from tiny coves to longer
stretches of sand, and can be found on foot
(walkers only). a car is included in our holidays
here and enables you to discover more
wonderful beaches to the north and south.

inland, the pretty hill village of Lafkos, has a
lovely traditional main square and you will
find five village tavernas, as well as a
traditional cheese maker, a sculpture gallery
and (weirdly) a radio museum! it is a
wonderful base for walking - many local
stone paths start from here - and we would
urge walkers to visit the excellent website by
friends of the kalderimi. the nearest beaches
are a 10 minute drive away to the west near
Milina - however a very wide choice of some
truly fabulous sandy beaches can be found
within a 20-30 minute drive.
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Lagoudi beach, Afissos

the seralis is a very friendly small
hotel in the west coast hamlet of
koropi, between the larger seaside
villages of kala nera (3 kms) and
afissos (2 kms). With only 8 rooms
here and lush green countryside all
around, the hotel engenders an
intimate atmosphere, and offers
plenty of space in which to relax in
the pretty gardens and attractive
pool area.

rooms are not large but prettily
furnished in a fresh bright style and
well equipped. all possess double
bed, aC, tV, mini-bar/fridge, tea-
making equipment, safety deposit
box, hairdryer, shower room and
covered balcony with country, sea,
pool or mountain views.

above the pool the hotel’s snack
bar serves drinks and light meals
through the day, and dinner in the
evenings if pre-ordered. the owner,
Maria seradilou, is a very good cook
– so half board may be an idea –
and also provides a rich breakfast
buffet that includes many home-
made specialities.

in fact the way Maria looks after
both her hotel and her guests, in
the best tradition of small and
friendly Greek hotels, ensures many
guests return every year.

lovely paradisos beach is 600m
away - a 7 minute walk - and has (in
season) sun-beds and a café/snack
bar. However for brighter lights and
a wide choice of tavernas and shops
afissos and kala nera can be quickly
reached by car in around 5 minutes,
and the famous mountain village of
Milies is a 10-15 minute drive.

Half Board: £112 per week

among pelion’s many attractions its
preserved villages should be high
on the list. on the slopes of Mount
pelion, the distinctive architecture of
the old mansions blends
harmoniously with plane tree-
shaded squares, forested surrounds,
traditional tavernas and vistas of
mountain and sea. 

portaria is the closest of these
villages to Volos and popular with
Greek and foreign visitors alike. its
altitude of 650m (over 2000 feet)
ensures a respite from the summer
heat as well as wonderful views over
Volos and the pagasitic Gulf, just 12
kms by road below. 

the village has narrow cobbled
streets and a good choice of
restaurants and cafes – those in the
main square shaded by an 800-year
old plane tree – as well as small
shops selling local produce and
crafts. 

the althea is a perfect blend of
modern comforts in historic
surroundings. rooms are in the
original building, which dates from

1830 and is listed, or in the building
next door. all rooms are richly
furnished in a classic style. the
centre of the village is a couple of
minutes’ walk away.

all 11 rooms possess Wifi, hairdryer,
mini-bar/fridge, tV and a modern
walk-in shower room. standard
rooms are in the original building
and are double-bedded with ceiling
fan (aC is really not required at this
altitude) and window with garden
views. superior rooms are in the
newer building and are mostly
double-bedded with aC and a
furnished balcony affording
beautiful views over Volos and the
gulf.

due to the hilly location and
cobbled approach a stay here
would not be suited to anyone with
walking difficulties.

althea traditional Mansion portaria

the Hotel: traditional Hotel
Bed & Breakfast
air Conditioning
or Ceiling fan
free Wifi
Car included

the Hotel: 2 stars plus
Bed & Breakfast
swimming pool
air Conditioning
free Wifi
Car included

seralis Hotel koropi

early Booking offer
reductions available for bookings
made by 30/4 - please enquire or
check our online availability for a
costing.
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Lagoudi beach, Afissos 1 Bedroom apartment Studio

the Melograno apartments are very
quietly situated in semi-rural
surroundings, but a short 4 minute
walk via a country lane (300m - no
hills) brings you to kala nera
seafront and beach. they are newly
built, spacious and offer good
modern standards of comfort.

the studios are on the ground floor
and comprise a twin-bedded
sleeping area, a good kitchenette
with full cooker and fridge, a nice
tiled shower room, and a generous
furnished patio overlooking the
garden.

apartments are on the ground or
first floor and have a double
bedroom, a separate nicely
furnished living room with kitchen
area and sofa-bed, and large

covered front terrace or balcony
with fine views over the countryside
to the green hills behind.

in-room facilities include aC (all
rooms), tV (local channels), room
safe, hairdryer and Wifi, and
windows and patio doors are
mozzie-netted.

all the studios and apartments are
very nicely furnished and decor is
light, fresh and modern.

High standards in a lovely location
with easy access to village and
beach.

the
apartments:

self Catering
studios for 2
apartments for
2/3
air Conditioning
free Wifi

Melograno apartments kala nera

early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per room per week
(max discount £200) for bookings
made by 31/1. Conditions apply -
see page 267.

the friendly, family-run pegasus is a
well-liked small hotel in the heart of
kala nera, just 30m from the sea
and the start of the village’s main
beach. it has a lift, so would be a
perfect choice for anyone with
limited mobility looking for a
comfortable base with everything
close to hand and on the flat.

the hotel has 20 attractively
furnished rooms, not large but
comfortable with everything you
should need. Mostley twin bedded
all possess aC, tV, mini-fridge, safety
deposit box, hairdryer, shower room
and small balcony with sea, side-sea,
village or mountain views. 

although central in the village, the
hotel is set a little back from the
seafront and so it is not noisy. to

the front is a spacious terrace for the
hotel’s popular café where breakfast
can be taken. there is also a seating
area above the sea: the perfect spot
for a traditional 'ouzo mezedes'
whilst viewing the sun setting over
the gulf, which is often spectacular
from here.

kala nera means ‘good water’ and
you will find a clean sea just a
stone’s throw from your room. the
beach here has sun-beds and
umbrellas for a small daily charge. a
wide choice of local tavernas, cafes
and small shops can be found
within a very short walk in either
direction from the hotel.

pegasus Hotel kala nera

the Hotel: 2 stars plus
Bed & Breakfast
air Conditioning
free Wifi

early Booking offer
reductions available for stays
completed by 13/7 or commencing
14/9 onwards if booked by 30/4 -
please enquire or check our online
availability for a costing.
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this atmospheric hotel is located in
one of the most beautiful places on
the peninsula; the tiny hamlet of
damouchari. in a very peaceful
setting (damouchari is car-free) the
hotel is just a minute or three's walk
from the natural harbour, the white
pebble beach, the two mini-markets
and the four tavernas here.

the 15 units are built amongst
luxuriant gardens; a mix of rooms
(sold with breakfast) and studios
and apartments (sold on a self
catering basis).

the three BB rooms are at the
lowest levels of the gardens near
the reception. all possess aC, a
double bed, shower room, tea-
making facilities and a garden patio. 

the studios are similar with the
addition of light cooking facilities
and fridge. the pair on the first floor
share a large common terrace with
views to the sea through the trees.

the maisonettes comprise a ground
floor living area containing a sofa-
bed for one or two children and
kitchen area with steps up to one or
two bedrooms above – they are
open plan. each one has a garden
sitting-out area to the front. 

the rooms are somewhat
eclectically furnished, often with
objets d’art or local antiques. in the
reception there is a bar and, at the
top of the lush grounds, the hotel's
freshwater pool is set in a real
garden with lemon and olive trees.

Walking is of course a major
attraction here - perhaps up to the
large village of tsangarada above, or
along the coast to the beautiful
beach of fakistra. Brighter lights and
a choice of some fine beaches lies
just a 20 minute walk away in the
small resort of agios ioannis. 
Note: on arrival and departure guests
will need to walk for 3-4 minutes from/
to the village parking area via a rough
mule-path down the hill. single rooms
are accommodated on the first floor of
the hotel's taverna above the sea. 

rep service: please note that due to
the distances from our main resort areas
our pelion representative will not be
visiting this hotel. 

damouchari Hotel damouchari

the Hotel: 2 star Hotel
Bed & Breakfast
or self Catering
air Conditioning
swimming pool
free Wifi
Car included

We consider the agnanti to be
amongst the pick of afissos'
accommodation. Here you will find
a good levels of comfort, plenty of
space and lovely views together
with the services of a small hotel,
including reception and breakfast (if
required) served to your room.

they are just a couple of minutes’
walk up from the waterfront,
although the elevated location via a
steep village street or steps up the
hill means that they are not suitable
for anyone with fitness or walking
difficulties.

all units are well equipped and
nicely furnished, and possess air
conditioning, a kitchenette with
mini-oven and fridge, a shower/wc,
hairdryer, sat tV (BBC World), room
safe (€2 per day), sofa-bed and a
balcony or terrace. the first floor
studio has twin beds and a full sea
view balcony; the cool garden
studio below has a king-size double
bed and side sea views from its
lovely large patio terrace, which is
furnished with table, chairs and
umbrella and shaded by fruit trees. 

the apartments are first floor and
have the addition of a spacious
living room, also air conditioned,
containing a full-size double sofa-
bed. they enjoy magnificent views
(and sunsets) over the rooftops and
across the gulf.

agnanti is almost exactly at the
midway point of the village, so you
will find a good choice of tavernas,
cafes and small shops close to hand.
popular abovos beach is no more
than a 5 minute walk, and you will
find two other very nice beaches -
lagoudi and kalifteri - within a 10
minute walk in the other direction.

please note that all afissos beaches
get very busy at weekends and
during Greek holiday periods.

the
apartments:

self Catering
studios for 2/3
apartments for
2/4
air Conditioning 
free Wifi 

agnanti apartments afissos
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this beautifully modernised
fisherman's cottage is just 10 metres
from the sea at the start of
lefokastro's beach. 

the house is open-plan and air
conditioned (included). the living
room contains sofas and tv, with
tiled shower room off and an
archway leading to the fully fitted
modern kitchen with electric oven,
hob and full fridge. other facilities
include an iron and board, hairdryer
and Wifi.

steps lead up from the living room
to the sleeping gallery above with a
double platform bed.

the house is very nicely restored
and furnished, the thick stone walls
and wooden ceiling keeping it cool
and combining well with the
modern comfortable furnishings,
high quality fittings and tasteful
decor. there is no front terrace or
balcony due to the age and location
of the house but a large picture
window in the living room does

look to the sea. Between the two is
the narrow beach road, a cul-de-sac.

the rear garden patio has a BBQ,
space for sunbathing and a seating
area shaded by a pergola. there is
natural shade on the beach to the
front provided by tamarisk trees,
and here sun beds are provided for
guests.

lefokastro Beach Cottage lefokastro

the Cottage: self Catering
House for 2
air Conditioning
free Wifi 
Car included
from airport 

Lefokastro Beach

early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. 
Conditions apply - see page 267.

Below Dimitra’s

this independent 2-bedroom
apartment (more like a small cottage)
is above the sea just to the south of
Milina, and has a small shingle beach
handily located just over the road.
dimitra's elevated location ensures
fine views but steps up from the road
means it is unsuited to anyone with
mobility difficulties.

the interior comprises two double
bedrooms (one with an extra single
bed), separate kitchen with 2-ring
mini-oven and fridge (note: cold
water tap only), nice bathroom with
walk-in shower, and  large covered
veranda for al fresco dining with
lovely views to the sea and alatas
island just off-shore. there is also an
open sun terrace to the side with
stone table and seating under the
shade of an olive, and a BBQ. facilities
include aC (both bedrooms), tV with
dVd player, hairdryer and Wifi.

dimitra's is of a very high standard,
with light modern colours and well
furnished with care and taste - quite
artistic in many ways. should our
apartment be full we have access to a
similar one next door

the pool is a little away from the
house and measures 11m x 5.5m
(depth 1.0-2.20m). it is shared

between the two neighbouring
cottages.

the small shingle beach below has
very sheltered clean waters. you will
find a handy taverna restaurant and a
mini-market for basics just around
the corner just one minute's walk
away. pretty Milina is 2 kms up the
road (a 20 minute walk) so car hire is
recommended.

dimitra's apartment Milina

the
apartment:

self Catering
apartment for
2/5
swimming pool
air Conditioning
free Wifi
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these four delightful cottages are
newly built (2017) and set in private
gardens at the back of the tiny
hamlet of katigiorgis. an easy walk
of two minutes leads to the idyllic
waterfront with its beach of golden
sand, and a pair each of tavernas,
cafes and mini-markets.  

the cottages are built in the
attractive traditional pelion style,
with sloping grey slate roofs, and
spacious. each one is open plan and
can sleep 2 adults plus 2 children on
sofa beds. they are a mix of double
or twin beds. a good sized covered
terrace overlooks the garden area
dotted with olive trees (please note,
at the time our photographs were
taken the garden was not yet fully
planted, it should look much better
by the start of the season!).

furnishings and decor are light,
modern and comfortable, and each
cottage has air conditioning,
hairdryer, iron, tV and Wifi. the
kitchens are equipped with a 3-ring
mini-oven, kettle, coffee machine,
toaster and a full size fridge. all have
a bathroom with shower.

katigiorgis is off the beaten track
and is an excellent location for
those looking to escape for a quiet
holiday in very pretty Greek
surroundings and with access to
some truly fabulous beaches.
Note:  car hire is included here. if you do
not require a car we can provide taxi
transfers and/or have a car delivered.
However this option will likely be more
expensive due to the distance from
Volos airport (2½ hrs). for Manchester
clients coming via skiathos katigiorgis is
only a 20 minute drive from the port of
platanias.

the Cottages: self Catering
Cottages for 2/4
air Conditioning
free Wifi
Car included

athina Cottages katigiorgis 

Katigiorgis

panoramic views over the sea to
skiathos are to be had from this
modern, light top floor apartment. it
is less than a five minute walk down a
country lane (take a torch) from
katigiorgis’ sandy beach, pair of
tavernas and small shop, and a ten
minute walk through pines and olives
in the other direction to lovely
Vromoneri beach.

the apartment comprises an open-
plan living room with large
comfortable sofas and a fitted kitchen
containing electric oven and hob,
fridge-freezer and microwave; a
double bedroom (with a fan); and a
tiled shower room. Well equipped,
the apartment comes with hairdryer,
iron and board and a washing
machine. it boasts three spacious
balconies – two to the front boasting
marvellous sea views and one to the
rear shaded by trees.

daisy’s is an excellent
accommodation, furnished to a high
standard and quietly located with
super views, yet close to tavernas,
shop and a choice of beaches.
Wifi Note: Wifi is provided by a Mobile
Wifi device. the service is reliant on the
mobile telephone network and data
download limits apply. as such it is only
intended to be used for checking of
emails and light web browsing and not
for the streaming of films or
downloading large files. 4GB is included
for each booking - you may top this up
with an extra local charge of c 10 euros
for another 4GB. 

daisy’s place katigiorgis

the
apartment:

self Catering
apartment for 2
free Wifi
Car included
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lagou raxi (pronounced ‘rahi’) is a stylish country
hotel situated on the edge of the picturesque and
unspoilt village of lafkos high amongst the green
rolling hills of south pelion. it is a wonderful
location for walkers (see resort into pages) and for
those who love a view, as the hotel has gloriously
sweeping views over the pagasitic Gulf.

the hotel has 20 rooms, family rooms and suites.
Completed to a high modern standard, each room
has its own character and decor. all possess
double or twin beds (four-posters in some Junior
suites), bath or shower, ceiling fan, tV and room
safe. tea-making facilities can be provided on
request. all ours have a sea view balcony or terrace
and suites have a mini-bar. Many rooms can

interconnect via a removable balcony divider, and
some are adapted for the disabled. 

Below is the good-sized swimming pool (towels
provided). the hotel has a restaurant (home grown
organic local produce), a library, a cozy lounge bar,
beautiful Mediterranean gardens and terraces.  

a 5-10 minute walk brings you to the heart of
lafkos where you will find five tavernas (see resort
intro pages). With a car you are well placed for
exploration of beautiful south pelion - and the fact
that the hotel's rooms are individually named after
different local beaches tells you that you'll need a
3 week stay to get around every one! 

the Hotel: 3 stars 
Bed & Breakfast or Half
Board
swimming pool 
tennis Court
air Cooling system
free Wifi 
Car included from
airport

lagou raxi Country Hotel lafkos

early Booking offers
reductions apply for bookings made before 31/3.
please enquire or check online availability for a
costing.

tHe PeLioN                                      Guide prices in £'s per person
ACCOMMODATION                                                                                  Low Season                                                     High Season
                                                                                                      (May - early Jul & mid Sep - Oct)                                 (mid Jul - early Sep)
                                                                                                          From                                 To                                 From                                 To
                                                                                                1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk            2 Wk

Agnanti                             Studio     2      SC                753             932             862            1116            866            1120            884            1138
                                                                      3      SC                695             816             781             952             783             955             801             973
                                               1 Bedroom     2      SC                794            1012            943            1278            948            1284            966            1302
                                                                      3      SC                722             870             835            1061            838            1064            856            1082
                                                                      4      SC                686             799             780             952             783             954             801             972
                              1 Bedroom Top Floor     2      SC                810            1046            943            1278            948            1284            966            1302
                                                                      3      SC                733             893             835            1061            838            1064            856            1082
                                                                      4      SC                694             816             780             952             783             954             801             972

Althea                         Standard Room     2     BB                790            1058            830            1179            908            1258            926            1276
(incl car)                          Superior Room     2     BB                830            1138            870            1232            921            1283            939            1301
                                                         Suite     2     BB                910            1300            950            1456           1064           1570           1082           1588

Athina (incl car)                       Cottage     2      SC                782            1032            843            1164            894            1214            912            1232

Daisys (incl car)                  1 Bedroom     2      SC                861            1153            901            1206            908            1227            964            1258

Damouchari              Standard Room     2     BB                856            1176           1041           1522           1054           1534           1072           1552
(incl car)                                        Studio     2      SC                856            1176           1041           1522           1054           1534           1072           1552
                                                                      3      SC                788            1043            925            1298            945            1318            963            1336
                        Junior Maisonette (1BR)     2      SC                947            1372           1132           1720           1147           1734           1165           1752
                                    Maisonette (2BR)     2      SC               1005           1474           1190           1823           1206           1838           1224           1856
                                                                      3      SC                888            1241           1025           1499           1046           1520           1064           1538
                                                                      4      SC                820            1107            933            1310            949            1326            967            1344

Dimitra                               2 Bedroom     2      SC                815            1007            916            1256           1002           1342           1064           1380
                                                                      3      SC                747             873             827            1052            885            1109            948            1147
                                                                      4      SC                713             805             783             950             826             993             889            1031
                                                                      5      SC                693             765             757             888             791             923             854             961
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ACCOMMODATION                                                                                  Low Season                                                     High Season
                                                                                                      (May - early Jul & mid Sep - Oct)                                 (mid Jul - early Sep)
                                                                                                          From                                 To                                 From                                 To
                                                                                                1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk           2 Wks           1 Wk            2 Wk

Lagou Raxi                Standard Room     2     BB                856            1192            926            1303            936            1372           1013           1448
(incl car)                               Junior Suite     2     BB                886            1250            958            1368            970            1446           1053           1529

Lefokastro Beach                Cottage     2      SC                870            1170            910            1224            916            1244            974            1276
(incl car)

Melograno                               Studio      2      SC                730             854             770             899             770             908             822             935
                                              1 Bedroom     2      SC                776             944             816             990             816            1002            870            1032

Pegasus                      Standard Room      2     BB                734             910             806            1052            842            1088            860            1106
                                 Standard Sea View      2     BB                766             974             838            1116            875            1153            893            1171

Seralis (incl car)         Standard Room      2     BB                790            1058            870            1215            904            1250            922            1268

prices shown are indicative only and variable due to offers, changing flight prices and seasonal supplements -
please call or check online for a confirmed costing (note: not all holidays can be checked online). prices based on
Gatwick flights and include transfers or car hire (see text); accommodation as described; and all airport/fuel charges
& taxes known at the time of printing - for our surcharge policy see booking conditions at the back of this
brochure. to add: regional flight supplements, room and board supplements (see text) - single room prices on
request. not all our accommodation is suitable for guests with reduced mobility. please contact us to answer any
questions you may have regarding our properties and to advise their suitability for people with health conditions
or impairments. 
Not included: overnight stay tax of €0.50 to €4 per room, apartment or villa per night payable locally –
the amount varies according to the category of the accommodation (i.e. most self catering and 1-2 star
hotels = €0.50, 5 star hotels = €4).
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